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OLANREWAJU YUSUF is a teacher, language and 

communications specialist and social development 

enthusiast. He has both Bachelors and Masters degrees in 

English Language and Literature and is also a TESOL 

certified ESL professional. 

His career as an educator spans over a decade and has seen 

him teach across the educational spectrum from Primary to 

Tertiary institutions. He has taught in top flight schools in 

Nigeria and also honed his craft as an ESL Lecturer in 

several GCC countries in the Middle East.  

He currently heads the IELTS program at PrepClass Nigeria 

where his signature IELTS Multi-step Program is deployed in 

centers nationwide. He also creates digital content for the 

popular IELTS TV Youtube channel with over 9,000 

subscriber base.  

Beyond the classroom, Lanre is a seasoned trainer, speaker 

and resource person having facilitated sessions for high-

value programs and initiatives in the education sector. He is 

currently a trainer with the Lagos and Plateau State 

Governments in the continuous Induction and Onboarding 

Training for Newly Employed Teachers in Secondary 

Schools. He is also a prolific resource person in the private 

sector having worked with the top brands in the industry as 

facilitator and speaker at several fora.  

As a humanist, he channels his experience in education to 

social development, leading  The Give Back Group, a 

volunteer-driven social development organization that has 

touched more than 5,000 direct beneficiaries in its less than 

3 years of operations. The Group has run several impactful 

projects in Literacy, STEM and Youth Development across 

Nigeria.  
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With over 40,000 books distributed across all the 

geopolitical zones and more than a dozen Reading Hubs 

created, the Group fulfills his lifelong goal of improving 

literacy access for underserved learners.  

He is a Lifelong learner currently enrolled in the African 

Civic Engagement Academy for emerging social 

development leaders 

 


